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§ 1. Introduction. - Vfuen I started to prepare the present report 
for tne 1982 l'aris International Colloquium on the history of ele:nen
tary particle physics, I was faced right mmy with the circumstance 
that the program included talko on both neutrino and weak interaction 
physics, rrhich are very close subjects indeed. Thua I decided to 
underline tho::::e moments in the field under conzidero.tion rrhich are 
related to the properties of neutrinos as such (their detection 
methods, penetratine power, nur::ber, lepton charGee, cources, inpor
te.nce in astrophy:::icn ••• ).J; decided also that I should not worry too 
much about covering areurnents treated also in other talks at our 
Colloquium and tlm t I would write lllD.inly for professional phyDicicts 
of the youne generation who are acquainted very vrell with the things 
which are being done no\7 in neutrino physics, but not so well with 
the very backGround from \"rhich neutrino physics crune to be vrhat it 
in nowaday~J. l'!ovr I run not going to write a cmall book on neutrinos 
and I muct nelect a few epi8odes. I shall talk about events v;hich 
h[jj_~.d~ep inflt:~nce upo:r: me •. Th~y !lr~ ~it~~~ extremely sicni~icnnt 
...,. uv"' .u.,_;vt... • ., ........ u . .L.L..:J vt:..i..J .J..Jh!JVJ.. yuuv, uut. .J.tU.:LJ....l..i.L.:.l t..V u.e uuu pcrstu.ps 
somewlwt curious. In a word my talk is quite :mbjective. All the 
epirJodes I hove "ceen" with either my eyes or the eyes of physicict:J 
close to me. I run preparing my talk at fir:::t dicc;ing out of my memo
ry and only cub:>equently (und quite ~Jeldom!) out of literature, with 
the nim of checkinG and preci::;int:;. 

Let nobody express the op~n~on that ouch a "atrntegy" is dictat
ed by my ln:::ine:::w. Of cour:::e there is nome truth in such on ?Pinion, 
n::; the proverb "cxcusatin non petita, accur;ntia manifeata" ~a sue;c;es
ting, but the full :::tory i::;: there are some old acientistn (nJll:a -
rently I urn one of them) \":ho would like very r.;uch to let people knovr 
\Thnt in their life they (think they) have uccot:pliched, but are ucu
olly n:::hnmed to act openly accordinc; to cuch a deaire. \'/ell, our 
present colloquiwn (plu:J the strateGY I have chosen), provide a a good 
(and posnibly decent!) chance of catisfyinr-; the de:::ire. 

I apoloeize to muny phy:::ici::ta, including a few close friends, 
for r.ot having given them the credit they would deserve in an objec
tive report of the ncuLrino phyoics development. 

Two words concerning the question about the time at which happen
ed the events I shall cover: according to the desire of the organising 
committee, I nhould not touch upon episodes which took place later 
than the latest fifties. 
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Even a dry, subjective and incomplete enumeration of events may 
serve as a quick introduction of the render to the atmosphere of the 
past. Well informed people should not read the next four paragraohs 
where there.is presented such enumeration. Neutrino physics passed ' 
through per~ods, not necessarily implying a strict time sequence 
which may be choosen in a more or less arbitrary way as follow 3 .' 

§ 2. First period (1896-1930): the gestation of neutrino physics. -
It includes, us far as experiment is concerned, the discovery of 
radioactivity (Becquerel 1896), of beta rays (Rutherford 1899), of 
the continuous beta spectrum (Chadwick 1914), the measurement of the 
heat released by beta rays (Ellis and Wooster 1927); as far as theo
retical work is concerned, the quantum theory of radiation (Dirac 
1927), the relativistic equation of spin 1/2 particles (Dirac 1928); 
as far as new experimental methods are concerned, the invention of 
counters capable of detecting single charged particles (Geiger 
Rutherford and l.luller 1908), of the cloud chamber (\'/ilson 1912~, of 
nuclear photoemulsions (Misovsky 1925). I shall not cover this period 
in my talk. 

§ J. Second period (1930 - the e~J.rly fifties): the infancy of neutri
no physics. - ;Unong theoretical achievements it includes the inven
tion of the neutrino (Pauli 1930), the theory of atomic nuclei made up 
of protons and neutrons (Ivanenko; . Hcisenberg;Uajorana 19J2),the 
beta decay theory (Fermi; Perrin 1933), the meson theory of nuclear 
fn-r,.,.,q (YnlrAWA l Q1<;). f:hp fi -,.,t, eli ""liHSi nn nf tlnnhl P hPtA tlPr.l'lV 
(Geppert-Uaier 1935); the Gamov-Teller selection rules in beta· decay 
(Gamov and Teller 1936), the "truly neutral" neutrino (Uajoruna 1937), 
the first consideration of neutrinoless double ~ decay (Furry 1939), 
the investigation of neutrino emission in thermonuclear reactions in 
the Sun and other stars (Bethe 1939), the URKA process- the first 
discussion of the neutrino role in star evolution (Gamov and Schon
berg 1941), the "big-bane" theory (Gamov 1946), the introduction of 
lepton charge (J;Iarx; Zeldovich; Konopinsky and r.lahmoud 1953); aa far 
as experiment is concerned, the second period includes the discovery 
of the positron (Anderson 1932), of the neutron (Chadwick 1932), of 
artificial radioactivity (Curie and Joliot 1934), of positron emissi
on in beta decay (Curie and Joliot 19J4), the first search experiment 
of nuclear recoils in beta decay (Leipunsky 1935), the observation of 
orbital electron capture by nuclei (Alvarez 1937), the discovery of 
muon (Anderson ann Neddermnyer 1938), of the neutron radioactivity 
(Snell; Robson 1948), the first sensitive determination of the (anti) 
neutrino mass upper limit from the 3H beta decay (Curran et al.; 
Hanna and Pontecorvo 1949), the observation that antineutrinos are 
not interacting with 37 Cl nuclei in the reaction ~ +37 Cl - e-+37 A e 
(Davis 1956) and, last but not least, the observation of free anti
neutrinos from a nuclear reactor through the inver:::e beta process 
(Reinen and Cowun 1956); among the new experimental methods it inclu
des the invention of the diffusion chamber (Lar~sdorf 1939), of the 
nuclear reactor (Fermi 1942), of the principle of phase stability in 
high energy accelerators (Veknler; llcl!illan 1944), of radiochemical 
methods, including the 37 Cl- 37 A method, for detecting neutrino 
(Pontecorvo 1946), of the scintillation counter (Kallmun 1947), of 

'· 

the Cerenkov counter (Jelley 1950), of the bubble chnrnl.:er (Glaser 
1952). A few cpi:::odt:s in thi::: period occupy a centrul place in my 
tulk. 

§ 4. Third period (1<J41-l 0~): the vouth of neutrino p.hY.r;ics. -It 
is e:::::tendine from the ob:::ervution und inve:::tir;ution of neutrino pro
cesses other thun the bctc. decay und from the conce;.,tion of the no
i,ion of weak proces::;es to the discovery of r and C violntion, the 
\'-A theory and the birth of hieh enerGY neutrino phy::;ic:::. It is dif
ficult to mention here all the most ::;ic;nificnnt contributions, and 
only event::: connected directly with neutrino properties are beine 
con:::idered. The third period include:; a number of cosn:ic ray e::tperi
rr.<?ntn, ::::uch a:c the direct rroof of the ''tv:n decu;y ::-.nd the measure
l"ent of its meun life (Ro.Detti; Aue;pr et ul. 1941), the di:::covery 
that the muon is not an hadron (Conver:::i, I'ancini, :ticcioni 1947), 
the discovery of the pion and the 'it-/"( dcco.y (L:.tte3, Occl1ialini 
and Powell 1947), the ob:::crvation that the tt-e-.T decay doeo not 
take place (Hincks und Pontecorvo; Card und .Uthau:::; Piccioni 1948), 
that in the muon decay three particle::: urc e::-titted, the chareed one 
being an electron (IIincks and Pontccorvo; Stcinbcrcer; Andernon et 
al.; Jdanov 1949) and other experimental resu1t:J ::mch a,-; the obser
vation of artificial pions at the Berkeley pha:>otron (Gardner and 
Lattes 1948), the obr:ervation of 'L:' and ® taodes in the kaon decay 
('::hi teheud ct al. t Barka:J et al.; Dali tz et nl.; He-rrin et al.; 
Fitch et al. 1956J, the discovery of P and C violation in the 
60Co decay (\'/u et al. 1957), in the pion and r.n1on decays (Garwin 
et al. 1957), electron-neutrino angular correlation in beta 
decay (35A, 6He) finally found in agreement with the V-A theory (IIer
r.UU1Il3fel t et al. 1957), thel..-e ... )) procens finully observed with a 
probability in aereemcnt vdth the V-A theory (l.'azzini et al.; 
Schwartz. Steinberf:er et al. 1958). the demonstration that neutrinos 
are left-hcnded (Goldhabcr 1958), the introduction of the spark 
chamber (:-'ukuni, l.!iyc.moto 1959) and a propo:;al which opened a new 
field in weak intere.ction phyoics - the u;:;c of high energy neutrino 
bcama from i'-~ and other decays ( Pontecorvo; Markov; 
Schwartz 1959); as far as theory in concerned, the period under con
:.;ideration include3 the conception of the deep analoeY betv1een the 
electron and the r.:uon and the notion of weak p-rocenr;es (Pontecorvo 
1947; Klein; Puppi 1~48), th"l "two rneccn" prediction (l."urzchak and 
I> the 1947), the introduction of the P pnrmr.eter for the descrip
tion of the j't_. ell )I' decay (l:ichcl 1950), the di,-;cus.1i.on of poarJi ble 
purity violation in weak interaction (L'?e ~~d Yang 1956), FC inva
riunce (lend au; Lee und Yung 1957), lor~i tudinal neutrinos (Landau; 
Lee and Yang; Salam; :Jakurai 195'(), the V-A universal weak interac
tion (l.:ar .. huk nnd Sudar::;hun; Gell-I.:11nn and F'eynmun 1958), neutrino 
os cillation3 0'ontecorvo 1957), the ::;uc:~;e:-:tion that 8 B is a source 
of relative:ly high energy ::;olar neutrinorJ (P'lw!Pr 1958), the "Kiev 
:;ym'lletry" or the "prequark" lepton-hadron ::;ynnctry (Garaba et al.l959), 
the neutrino endn:;ion from hot stars due to the Fermi interaction 
(?ontecorvo 1959). 

Ilotice that the average number IT of authors in a typical experi
r.:ontal inve::;tigation is ::;till <. 5. In the subaequent, fourth period, 
\rhich might be called the period of mature neutrino phy::;ics, N> 10 ! 
A number of episodes of the third period occupy a central place in 
1ny talk. · 

§ 5. Fourth period (1960- ): the maturity of neutrino physics. -
It is extending from the discovery of two typeu of neutrinos to the 
di::;covery of neutral currents, of tau leptons, the vreak decays of 
charmed particles, etc., the theory of electro-weak interactions 
und ••• GUT. 
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I ::;hall not touch upon thia period, becnuoe it is otnrtinc in 
the sixties. Notice that the pcriodn considered :::;ooner do differ from 
the "perlou of maturi tv" by an additional circum:Jtn...'1ce: u r;iven rcnul t 
or expcrimc1_1t bcinr; planned etc. nOI'lll.duy.o; is a:Jsociated ucuully with 
a Given fac~li ty (let uo r-n.y CEmi-Gurgar.wlle, I•'errailub-IIP\'1!~, Serpukhov 
-Sl:AT • • •) ru thcr than wi tll the sururunc( !J) of the o.u thor( s). 

A compuri;:;on of the various pcriod3 indica ~en an ar.mzingly fast 
r,rowth of nc~trino physicn which, tor;ether l';ith its far reaching ra
mif~c~tion::; in the field of a:Jtrophy:::ics and cosmology, is today ll 
def~~tely quantitative science, healthy and powerful, and yet leav
ing lot::; of room for qualitative :::;urpriaea. 

§ G • Pauli: a ginn t. - It in difficult to. find a case where the word 
"intuition" characterises a human achievement better than in the case 
of the.neutrino invention by Pauli. 
~. 50 year.:; ue;o there were known only two "elementary" par

ticles, th~ electron and the proton, and the very idea that for the 
under.;tand~ng of thing;:; the cxi:::;tencc of a new particle becomes im
pcrut~ve vtu::: in it;1elf a revolutionary conception. \','hat a difference 
from the precent day :::ituatlon, v;hen at the :::lightest provocation 
lots of peo;>le arc ready to invent any number of particles! 

Secol1£, the invented particle, the neutrino, should have quite 
exot~c pro:Jel:'ties, especially o.n enormous penetrating power. True, 
Pa1;11~ at the beginning did not recognize fully such unescapable im
pl~cations Of his idea and modestly conceeded that the neutrino muy 
have a penetrating pov/Cr about equal or ten times larger than a 
9unntum. Incidentally, a dimen;;ional thermodynamical arGument, show
~ng that. nell trinos of energy ,.... 1 r.IeV or wave length 1\ must have an 
u:>tronom~c~lly large mean free path, let's say equal to u thickness 
o~ water m~lliard of timea greater than the Earth-Jun di:.~tance, was 
f~ rat given( by Be the and Peierla /1/ who con:::;idered the two inverse 
proccsoeo I am u.:;inr; modern nota tiona): Z -- (Z+1 )+e-+ Ye (this 
~u a oe1;a process _!a:•ine place with a churuc terist~c nne 'r J ami the 
~nverse :ee.ction Ye +(Z+1) - Z + e+ , characterized at the mention
ed neu tr~no energy by a cro:;:::; section 

2 I j\ 
()~ r\. · T .. c 

The argument, Vlhich today is :::elf-evident (almo:::t all good arcu
men to look obv louu "a no:; tcriori") made a de en imp res:::.i.on unon r.Je. 
I ~id not t''?rgct it maizy yearn .later, when I ou~;gc:::tGd how free neu
tr:Lno e.::perl.rnen t:; mich t be ''erformetl with the help of reucto L'S /2/. 

'l'h~rd! the neutrino, because of i tn funttwtic pene tra tine power 
1,'-!'[lenrcd f~rl'lt ar; a particle which, aa it \'/ere, cannot be revea1ed 
~n the ~ree otute, and on the exintcnce of which you cnn judge on 
the ba:H:J of the hms of enerGY a.nd moment corwcrvationn, by detect
inc:; the m;tclear rer:oils in beta decay, tho.t io >lith the help of o. 
me th'?d winch today is qui to currently used in rJearche::; fnr neu trnl 
pnrtlc.len - the no-called "rni::wing muss" method. Experiroentn of tlli3 
ty:Je \:;ere .cugge:1 te<l by Fauli and the first of thene wu.J pe rformcd in 
Cumbr:Ldge by Leipunn1cy I 31. Here I would like Lo undr: rline thn t 50 
years ago there wus known only one proce:::rJ involvinG tiP neutrino, 
tl_JC beta decay of heavy nuclei, which io a 3-particle proceu;; in the 
f~nal state. Extremely important expcrimentn of Elli;; and other:J 
r;hov;ed tho.~ the averur;e energy (meu:~ured in a calorineter) of the 
bre l~ ray;; l:J equul to the averace energy of the beta :;pectrum, meauur
ed ~n a mo.g~etic spectrometer. Thio clue, toGether with the notion 
that th~re ~13 a maximum enerr:,y of ~ ray:::, was certainly not misaed 
by Paul~. All the other proces:Jes in which, ail we know now, neutrino 
t~ke part, Were not knovm ut the time. Among theile several two-par
t~cle decuyn from charged particles stopping in u truck detector 

('ii:•-Jt.~ .. v,. ;~-,. 3He-3H-PY~ ••• ) leave behind beautiful siena
tures, sJ.nce the emitted charged particle has always the same moment-
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urn, of course equal to that of the invisible neutrino. Examples of 
these proce::wes arc well known today. If in the time previous to the 
Pauli hypothe:::is ouch a two-particle events had been discovered, there 
would not have been the need of Pauli genious to invent the neutrino. 
However, I would like to mention here that, at the time, Bohr thought 
that the continuou:J betD. spectrum might arir:e from enereY non-con:::;er
vation in individual proce:;::;es, ao that, strictly speaking, in order 
to solve the dilemma neutrino ver:::us energy non-conservation, one may 
not be allowed in principle to make u;:;e of conservntion laws. 

Some more vtords on the Pauli invention, about which he wrote him
self a few tena of year3 after his famous proposal, 17hich, incidental
ly, was never publi:::hed in u scientific periodical. l.luybe not all of 
you know that the fir;:;t idea on the exi::Jtcnce of the neutrino appear
ed in a letter /4/ to a group of ::::peciali;;t;:; in radioactivity, who 
were to r.1eet in Tubinr;e;l, the letter starting rli th the:::e word.o;;: "Dear 
radioactive lndies and gentlemen". At thio meeting Pauli vms not pre
sent because he Yms expecting much more from a ball which he wished 
to attend in Zurich, the night of December 6, 19)0. Put in that 
letter there were not only jokes. 'l.'here are two ideas thnt only a mun 
of great intuition could have. The;:;e idea::J I will formulate in the 
today and the Pauli terminology. 

1) In the nuclei there must ez-ist electrically neutral particle;;, 
neutrona (Pauli also called them neutrons) havint; ::;pin 1/2. 

2) In the beta decay together l'ti th the electron there mu:Jt be 
emitted a neutral particle, the neutrino (Pauli culled it neutron), 
so that the total energy of the electron, neutrino and recoil nucleuc: 
is definite, as it should be. 

TllUs Pauli "invented" two particles at the srune time and both 
were very necessary (keep in mind, ar;:ong other things *) the so-called 
nitrogen cataatrophe, that is the proof, given in the classical spec-
troscopic investigationa of Rasetti, that nuclei 1411 obey the Bose 
statistics, so tho.t they can hardly con:.~ist of protonD and electrons 
only) • .l:'au!i .ror a t~me tJJou.s;n-r; ne JW.Cl ~nvente<1 on.iy one par-r;~cJ.e, 
and not two, becau;::;e nistal:enly he con:::idered them to be identical. 
Soon, however, he understood his error, nQQely, in the fir::Jt official 
publication /5/ about the neutrino (so it v;o.~J called by Fermi) at the 
1933 Solvay Gongre:;s. The cubsequent colo:;snl step ;·:as done by Fermi. 

§ 7. Ferni: one more R'L-,nt. - Femi got acquainted with rauli hypo
the.sis in Horae at an Interno.tional Conference of nuclear l'hynics 
(1931 ), 1·;he.re the ~ decay problc::~ '.'IU::J di;:;cu;~sed. There Bohr talked 
in favour of enert;y non-con:;erva tion. ?er.::i \'ius qui tc imprest;ed by 
the Pauli rarticle, nhich lie :::turted to ce.ll "neutrino". Fermi evident
ly vms already thinking deeply nbout the nroblem at the time of the 
Solvay Cont;ress; hi:.:: frunous puper "A Tentative Theory of beta Decay" 
/6/ appeared only 2 monthc after the end of cuch Cont;ress (1933). 
This i::; a quantitative theory, ·,-;hic}J he1.d a creo.t influence on the 
developnent of ph:rsi cr~. Iii. thou t an:; doubt the idea on the existence 
of the neutrino would have remained a vuc;.te notion without Femi's 
contribution. This theor:r n;nc:zin:;ly :·e:~i. ted nlmo"t 1·:i thout change 
until the Gla;:;hm;-'.:einberc-::Jalr:n synthe:;L~ ru1cCullilcr::ent only relati
vely :::mall, ul thouc;h quite ioportan t and nurr;erous additions. I feel 

*) Details on the theoretical thinking (Hutherford, Pauli and espe
cially raj oranu) e. bout the neutron .12£.£2..:r:£ ita experimental di scove
ry by Clwuwick arc most interestinc;, but I have not the posaibility 
to di:::;cuss them here. I ohall mention only that after having read 
the fruaous Curie-Joliot paper about the projection of protons by 
the radiation from a I'o + .Be source::;, l.lnjoranu noticed that obvious
ly there wno evidence in favour of "neutral protons" (that is: 
neutrons). 
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quite confident that, had been Fermi alive, he v1ould have made him
self at least most of the additions, under the presoure of new experi
mental facts, about some of which I will talk later. 

I would like now to oay DOI:Je curious fact.'l about the appearing 
of the theory, facts, which I have seen with my eyes, since in that 
period I was working in Rome. 

1) The Journal "Uature" refused the paper of Fermi, because it 
appeared too abstract to be of interent for the readers. I am sure 
the editor has regretted such episode for all his life. 

2) The second curioua thing has to do vri th the difficulties 
F~rmi encountered. Such difficultiel3 were not m-:~thematical, but phy
s1cal. The necessary mathemutics, the secondary quanti sntion, he 
learned quickly, but the moGt nerious difficulty was to recognize the 
fact that the electron ~~d the neutrino are crc·1ted when a neutron 
transforms into a proton. Of cour::JC, thi.s isa-fh:lrig that every stu
dent knows today: elementary particle interactions are explained by 
the exchan&e of elementary particles. This in ouantum field theory 
and is an unescapable conoequence of the quantUm theory and of the 
theory of relativity. Particles are created and destroyed. This \'ISS 
the difficult point for Fermi. Pauli, in opite of its pioneer work 
in quantum electrodynamics, did not formulate clearly this point in 
the beta decay case. If you read the famous Fermi article on ~ de
cay, you see how he worked making an analogy wi.th the Dirac quantum 
theory of r&diation (photons are created and destroyed!) and how by 
analogy he selected the V varEmt of the j?l decay. 

I still remember his words: wllen the excited Ha atom emits the 
5890 A line, the photon in not sitting in the atom (it is created); 
similarly the electron e.nd the neutrino are created when a neutron 
is changing into a proton. 

He:e I should say that at about the same time and independently 
of Fe~, Perrin /7/ solved the same conceptual difficulties which 
I have just mentioned. Perrin also made conclusions about the neutri-
-- -.-.-- -t.!l-.-.&..: __ , ..__ .,_, __ -- _.,.. ..., • ... ... • .. .. • .• 
..,..,.,. ...._.....,...,-..~ ... ....,~o,;......,..,-..._.u. """' "'.l..I.VU\,; v• .6-t;;.L.U.I.L. Uol.H.L li'CJ..'j .lUVUt:'J.J..I. .J..J.J.Ut!CUJ .I..U: I,J.JC 

sense that Perrin and Fermi talked both of the neutrino ~ass quention 
(a paramount question today!) in an abnolutely undogmatic way and 
pointed out that the neutrino mass, if finite, could be determined 
by measuring beta deca¥ spectra near the end point. In the most favor
ed case PH beta decay) such experiments were initiated in the forti
es /8,9/. The results of this type of measurements in the eighties 
are expected with great e~citement by the entire coQffiUnity of physi
cists, follo\ring a most interesting recent paper by V.Lyubimov ' 
Tretjrucov which claimed a definite finite value of the neutri~o maas. 
Let us come back to the beta decay theory. 

At a variance r;ith the electromugnet1c interaction (through the 
exchange of a photon) Fermi assuned that the two currents, the heavy 
particle (n,p) and the light particle (e,~) currents have a contact 
interaction 

n 

where k is a constant of the order of 1o-49 erg cm3 (today we all 

know that k :_G/~, where G = 10-5/ll~ is the Fermi constant, 
h = c = 1), ~p' 1fn are the creation operator of the proton and 
the destruction operator of the neutron, etc. Fermi assumed that weak 
currents, as we call them now, are four-vectors, as in electrodynamics. 
At the beginning, Penni felt that the nucleon weak current V 'T. 11.r 
i - P f1. 't'n 

s analogous to the electromagnetic current 'If 1": ¥, and that 
6 p ,.. p 

the lepton weak current 'lfe 'li/' 'lfv is analogous to the elcc-
tro-magnetic field. However, in his formulation "the heavy particle", 
(in Fermi's worda}and "the light particle" currents, as a matter of 
fact, are on identical foot. Thus Fermi created its perfect building 
start:iDe from a fe1v experimental results on the beta decay of heavy 
nuclei, especially RaE and from an analogy with Dirac theory of radia
tion. 

I would like to underline here that our knowledge since that 
time has increased tremendously; however (almost) all the new things 
fit wonderfully into the Fe1~ picture. 

§ 13. Uajorana. - In 1937 Uajorana raised a most important problem in 
neutrino physics and, in general, in elementary particle phynicn: the 
problem about the true neutrality of electrically neutral fermions. 
The question at issue is that of the Uajorana neutrino (and neutron!), 

I feel now that a few introductory wordn are in place about a 
third giant - Ettore llajorana, whose personality should be of great 
interest not only to physicists but also to writers. 

\'/hen I joined as a third year student the Physical Institute of 
the Royal University of Rome (1931) Uajorana, at the time 25 years 
old, was already quite famous within the community of a few italian 
physicists and foreign scientists who were spending some time in 
Rome to work under Fermi. The fame reflected first of all the deep 
respect and admiration for him of Fermi, of whom I remember exactly 
these words: "once a physical question has been posed, no mun in the 
world is capable of answering it better and faster than JJajorana". 
According to the joking lexicon used in the Home Laboratory, the 
physicists, pretending to be associated within a religious order, 
nicknamed the infallible Fermi as the Pope and the intimidating I.!a
jorana as the Great Inquisitor. At seminars he was usually silent but 
occa:Jionally made sarcastic and paradoxal comments, always to the 
- ....... ~ .......... ,,-.... .; .... "" ............... ,..,_ ........................... ,... .......... ,~ ..... .,....\ ... ~-- ....... .; .... \..., l-..;,_~_,4" /,... ...... ~ ..................... , ... r ... -. ......... -·.._..u ....... ..._ ............... 1:" ......... 4 ... __ ._. ...... _., ................... .t".t"J ··- .......... _, .......... _ ... ,......._ ............................ :-"' 

lvith himself!). He was a pessimist, but had a very acute sense of 
humour. It is difficult to imagine persons as different in character 
as Fermi and IJajorana. Whereas Fermi was a very simple man (with a 
small reservation: he was a genioua!) who considered ordinary common 
sense to be a very positive human quality (wllich he vms certainly 
well provided with! J •. Lhjorana was conditioned by complicated and 
abr;olutely non trivial living rules. Starting from 1934 he met \7ith 
other phynicicts and frequented the Laboratory more and more seldom. 
In 1938 he literally disappeared. ITobubly he co~mitted suicide, but 
there is no absolute certainty about this point. He was quite rich 
and I cannot avoid thinkinc; thut hi::; life nU.c;ht not have finished so 
trueically, should he have been obliged to work for a living. Thus 
the scientific activity of J.:aj orana lasted lens than ten years (1928-
1937). Por thi.o reason, and also because he did not like to publish 
the reaults of all the investigation::: he had made, I.Iajorana's contri
bution to :::ciencc> in much lens than it could have been. The publica
tion of the farnoua paper /10/ relevant to neutrino phy:::ics, for 
example, was prorr.pted by a fortunate circumstance. In 1937 L!ajorana 
decided to tulce part in a co~:~peti tion for an uni verni ty chair. He 
just wrote the paper at issue in order to increase his chance to get 
the chair! Bud it not been for such an occasion, the paper probably 
would never have appeared in print. 

Incidentally !.!ajorana was a close friend of E.Amaldi, to vrhom we 
owe the publication of llajorana's collected papers, a most interest
ing book /11/ on his life and work, and a number of articles in which 
he (E.A.) has been fighting successfully against deformations of the 
great figures of Uajorana and Fermi. llow I am coming back to physics. 

In the late fifties and in the sixties the opinion was frequent
ly exprcnacd tlmt neutrinos a'la r.Iujorana, although beautiful and 
inte::ecting objcctn, are 1]-0t realined iJ]- ~uture. It in certainly not 
poss1ble to ngrce today vnth such an op1n1on. On the contrary, the 
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question ruiaed by Uajorana han become more and more important and 
nowaday is, in fact, the central problem in neutrino physics. 

The paper /10/ is the last original one written by r.lajorana. I 
wish to cover only the main• phyoical and qualitative aspects of the 
paper which has anticipated the times by some forthy years and I 
shall not touch upon its very important formal aspects. !.!uybe the 
best to do is to trunalute in english the summary, the introduction 
and a few more phraoes of the paper, which as far as I know, was 
written only in italian. 

Symmetrical theory of the electron and the positron 
E.L!ajorana, Nuovo Cimento, 2_, 171-184, 1937 

Summary. - The possibility is demonstrated of reaching a full 
formal symmetrization of the quantum theory of the electron and the 
poaitron uoing a new quantization proceos. This is modifying some
what the meaning of the Dirac equations in the sense that there are 
no more reasons either to talk about negative energy states or to 
presume the existence of "antiparticles'' corresponding to negative 
energy "holes" for new types of particles, especially neutral ones. 

The interpretation of the so called "negative energy states" 
proposed by Dirac (P.A.Dirac, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. ~· 150, 1924. See 
also W.Heisenberg, Z.Physik ~· 209 (1934)), as it ~swell known, 
leads to a ~escription essent~ally symmetrical of electrons and po
sitrons. The essential symmetry of the formalism is precisely due 
to the circumstance that the theory yields results indeed sy~metrical 
as far as the convergence difficulties can be avoided. However the 
artificial weys which have been suggested in order to give the theory 
a symmetrical form in agreement with its content are not entirely 
satisfactory either because the starting approach is always as~et
rical or because the symoetrization is obtained later through me
thods which should be avoided (such as the cancellation of infinite 
constants). Thuo we hnve tried a new wav whir.h lPnn~ mnrP nirPr.tlv 
to the desired aim. - -

As far us electrons and poAitrons are concerned, we should ex
pect from the theory only a formal improvement; hm7ever in our opini
on it is important (for posoible extensions of the theory) that the 
very notion of negative energy states dicappears. As a matter of 
fact we shall see that it is perfectly possible to construct in a 
very natural way a theory of neutral particles without negative 
states. 

From the first parueraph I v1ish to quote the following words: 
"It (that is the no~-, proposed method of quantization D.P.) is of 

importance especially for Fermi fields, whereas for the electro
magnetic field simplicity suggests that nothing must be added to old 
methods. Incid~ntally v:e .shall not face the systematic study of the 
logical possi"Lilitie:: offered by our new point of view and limit our
selves to the description of the proceas of quantization which, us it 
seems, is of im?ortru1cc for actual applications; it appears to be a 
generalization of the Jol·dan-'>;igner Method (P.Jordan and E.i"/igner 
Z.Physik 47, 631 (1928)) tllld allows not only to give a aymmetrical 
form to tEe electron-positron theory, but also to construct an essen
tially new theory for particles l'li thou t electrical charge (neutrons 
and hypothetical neutrinos). Although it io perhaps not possible now 
to ask to the experiment a choice between the new thoory and that in 
which the Dirac equationo are simply extended to neutral particles, 
one should keep in mind that the new theory is introducing in this 
unexplored field a omuller number of hypothetical entitiea."••• 

From the second pnrneraph: "••• The advantnc;e of thia method 
(that is the theory of I!ajorana. B.P.) over the elementary interpre
tation of Dirac equations, as we shall see better below, is that 
there is no more any reaoon to assume the existence of antineutrons 
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or antineutrinos. Of the laat ones actually the u~e is made of in 
the theory of the beta decay with emisaion of poDitronD (see G.C. 
Wick, Rend.Accad.Lincei 21, 170, 1935), but such theory, obviously, 
can be modified in such a-way that the emi~sion of a positron as well 
as an electron is always accompanied by the emission of a neutrino ••• " 

For the benefit of the young reader who from the biginning of 
his activity has been used to hear not only about electric charges 
but also about other types of "charge" (baryon, lepton ••• ) I \'tould 
li.ke to underline that in 1937 only the notion of electric charge 
was known • How L:;,jorana first invented explicitly truly neutral 
fermions or Najorana particles, that is fermionD which are identical 
to their Ol"m antiparticles. I.lajorana particles are called by him 
"two-component" (one particle with two spin orientations), the Dirac 
particles being four-component ones (particle and antiparticle, each 
with two spin orientationa). !Jajorana considered "material" particles 
(with finite rest mass). Second r~jorana, putting the question about 
an electrically neutral fermiOn being described either by his theory 
or by the Dirae theory, i~plicitely introduced the notion of charges 
other than electricul.!Jajorana particles are fermions which have 
neither electrical nor any other charges. Electrically neutral fer
mions which are not 1~joranu particles are described bJ the Dirac 
theory, are not truly neutral and have a (non electric) charge. Noti
ce that explicitly the notion of baryon and lepton charges were in-
troduced only in 1949 /12/ and 1953! /1J/. -

From one phrase of l.~jorana I quoted above it is seen that he 
had in mind definitely the question us to Vihether the J,!ujorana ver
sus Dirac nature of a fermion can be estubliuhed by modern (1937!) 
experiment:::. Concerning this question, I shall consider first the 
case of neutrinos, ignoring now two ver; important circumstances 
that Majorana then could not have in mind: a) the neutrino longitudi-
-nn1 ..... n1ro,...~>?o+4"',.., /1J1/ ,..,...,,..,-n,...,,...,+,...,..-1 ,,,...;.f-h .-..-. ...... 4+,,. .,.,......,.... ..... ,...~_,.._..,.,.,+..;,...,...,. 7101=:''7\ 

cmd 1>)-th~-P~~~ibii:ity ~r--;;;~ii-vi~i~d:;n; -~f-Ttept~~f ~h~;g; ~~~;~~-
vation and of the related posaible existence (1958) of non-stationary 
neutrino states (oscillations) /15/ (in modern terminology weak in
teraction eigenstates are not necessarily mass eigenstates~. As it 
can be guessed from one of the above quotations, !.lajorana probably 
thought about experimento Vlhich in principle might ancwer the follow
ing question: are neutral leptons emitted, cay, together with nega
tive beta rays, capable of being absorbed by nuclei with the emiasi
on, again, of negative electrons? I think that probably he did not 
mention explicitely such a possibility because at the time detecting 
neutrinos was unfortunately and wrongly conaidered neither a serious 
proposal nor even a decent argument of conversation (the expected 
cross section being ridiculoualy small!). 

I personally uas faced ui th the J.lujorana neutrino - Dirac neutri
no dile::unu more than once and each tirae for long periods. The first 
time when I proposed and de.velopcd /2/ the Cl-A method of detecting 
neutrinos, the oecond tine \";hen I inv;:mted possible neutrino oscilla
tions /15/ (about these episodes I shall talk below in other para
graphs) and again in the sixties, seventies and the eighties in con
nection with the theory of oscillation:.~ and double beta decay. Racah 
almost immediately /16/ reacted to the J.lujoranu paper and was the 
firat to write clearly about the idea mentioned above on the differ
ent inveroe beta decay behaviour of Dirac and J.lujorana neutrinos. 

Becuuoe uraniu:a reactoro and methods of detecting neutrinos had 
not yet come into being at the time of the Racah paper, this had no 
direct influence upon the development of experiments with free neutri
nos. However it should be mentioned that the theoretical interpreta
tion of the "negative" reault in the successful reactor Cl-A-experi
ment of Davis /17/ rested at the time on an idea first expressed by 
Racuh. At first vieVI the result of Davis, that untineutrinos from 
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reactors are not able to be absorbed with the emiosion of negative 
electrons, can be interpreted (and so it vmo) uo a demonstration of 
the Dirac nature of neutrinos, if ;you wioh, as a demonatrution of 
the existence of a (non electrical) neutrino charGe• However, as it 
is known now, this interpretation is premature, because of the impor
tant circumstances a) and b) mentioned above. Two words about this 
at the end of this paragraph. 

Let us come back to the Uajorana idea. In 1938 a paper of Purry 
appeared /18/, which looks to me as a typical "incubation" paper. It 
was stimulated by the I.!ajorana and Racah thinking, o.nd does not con
tain very important new results. However it is describing in detail 
the line of thought of Racah about posaible nuclear reactions induced 
by Majorana and Dirac neutrinos, is quite pessimist about the possi
bility of solving the dilemma 'Dirac neutrino-Majoro.na neutrino experi
mentally and is obviously the fore-runner of the following, most clev
er and important paper of Purry /19/, where the neutrinoleas double 
~ decay is first considered. In neutrinoless double ~ decay the 

neutral lepton virtually emitted together with a ncgutive electron by 
a neutro~muot be absorved by a second neutron with the emission of 
a second negative electron. The "Rucah chuin" is present here but 
the idea of the experiment is new and very subtile in this cuse. The 
search for neutrinoless double beta decay nowadays even more than in 
the past is a very important tool and may answer the question related 
to th·, neutrino (r.Iajorana or Dirac) nature. Neutrinoleas double beta 
decay has not yet been observed: brave important experimenta have 
been performed and are performed now in order to search for it. An 
observation of neutrinoless double J?> decay would definitely imply 
a Majorana nature of the neutrinos described by stationary states. A 
negative result in the search for neutrinoless double j?> decay is 
not eaay to interpret because of the circuustances a) and b) mention
ed above in this paragraph. Here may be it is worth to underline 
that negative results in experiments of the Cl-A type in a reactor 
nnn .. ,.nPI'irtl1v in thP "Pil"rl'h fo"r npnf."rinolP<><> nonh1<> B N<>f'RV 
have aiready shovm that the helicity of neutrinos (playing the rQle 
of lepton charge) is almost perfect, if not absolutely oerfect *). 
Were it not for such helicity the probability of double. r.- decay 
would be larger by ••• , but in italian there is such a proverb: "if 
my grandmother had wheels, she would be a car". Let us return to '!lajo
rana and consider also the case of neutrons. 

It is amazing how much is implied, explicitly ,or implicitly , 
in his famous paper. I have already stressed that there one can 
either see or see between the lines electrically neutral fcrmions 
both without any charge and vdth aome charge (lepton, baryon ••• ). 
True, implicitly all chargee are suppoaed to be structly conserved, 
but this is not stated in words. Now we know that among bosons there 
may be "hybrid particles", that is bosona having a charge which is 
not strictly conserved /20/ and oscillating beh1een t-.·;o different 
states like neutral kaons. If there exiot such electrically neutral 
hybrids among fermions /15/,. v1e would expect that they are not des
cribed by stationary states; that they oacillate one into another and 
that they are superpooi tions of purticles I'd th definite, different 
masses, which are described by stationary states and are truly neut
ral (or Majorana) fermions. Now let me joke for a minute and you will 
see where I am driving to: the lJo.jorana neutrons and neutrinos describ
ed in the 1937 paper prophetically anticipate the modern freah GUT 
wind, with neutrino finite masses, neutrino and neutron oscillations 
nucleon decay and all that! 

•) For the sake of cleo.rity I would like to underline here that the 
"phenomen~logi cal" ~eu trino and an tineu trino beams, the very words 
and notat~ons ~ , ~ vd th which every experimentalist is used to 
deal, are bound to remain in physics for a long time even if the 
Majoro.na point of view is the correct one. 
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§ g, The 37cl-37A method.- I would like now to give a subjective 
account of a few page~ in the development of neutrino physics, in 
which in nome ways I was involved. In 1946 neutrinos were generally 
considered undetectable particles. Uany respectable physicic.ts were 
of the opinion that the very question about detecting free neutrinos 
was nonsense (not only because of temporary difficulties), just as 
nonsense is the question as to whether the pression in a vessel is or 
is not, say, less than 10-5° atmospheres. I remembered well the Bethe
Peierls /1/ argument and it occurred to me at the time that the 
appearance of powerful nuclear reactors made free neutrino detecting 
a perfectly decent occupation. I was living in Canada then and was 
well acquainted with reactor physics. The NRX Canadian reactor, in 
the design of v;hich I was taking part, was not working yet, but it 
was clear to me that under the very com:Jact shield, where the cosmic 
ray soft component was considerably weakened, one might dispose of a 
neutrino flux rv 1012 cm- 2sec- 1• At the time, scintillators, which 
were so successfully used many years later by Reines and Cowan /21/ 
to detect free r-.eactor antineutrinos, had not yet been invented. Well, 
it occurred to me that the problem could be solved by radiochemical 
methods, that is, by concentrating chemically the isotope resulting 
from the inverse beta process from a very large mass of matter irra
diated by neutrinos /2/. A careful inspection of the famous Seaborg 
table of artificial radioisotopes indicated a few possible target 
candidates, by far the best of which was a chlorine compound, the 
reaction at issue being: 

neutrino + 37 Cl -- 37 A + e- (1) 

where 37A decays by K-capture with the liberation of 2.8 keV energy 
in.the.fo~ of ~-raJ's Ul1~ ~~ge:":~ec;~:o~::~_;_.V{~o!: ~:r_:'"'~~~~:_r~1n!JJ 
~J.u. .1..1v u ..,e ... c ..... u.\..4u\... u" .... &~'- .... .u..o. ..... "' ........ "1 ...... .._..... ................. ........... ........ ........... .............. • , .. 

was not clear *). Nov: there are lots of practical reasons why 37 Cl 
is so good and I shall not list them here. One of them, however, ;;as 
not knovm to me "a priori" and was discovered by chance. In order to 
experiment on the future neutrino detector, at Chalk River we were 
preparing conventionally in a reactor 37A, and putting it inside a 
detector, which, according to our intentions, was suppoaed to be and 
in fact wan, a Geie;er-J.:uller counter. VI ell, once, looking at an os-
cilloscope connected to the counter, we saw plenty of pulsea from 37A 
about equal in rur.pli tude at voltages on the counter much lovrer than 
the Geiger threshold, and discovered /22/ (independently of Curran 
et al. in Glnse;ow) the high gus gain (up to 1 o6 ) proportional regime. 
Now this was very important, of course, from the point of view of 
detecting neutrinos, since it permits to decrease the effective back
e;round of the counter. At the time there was a sort of dogma about 
:proportional counter::~, i.e., thut they cannot work at multiplication 
factors larger than,..., 100, which is true of course, if you have a 
large input ionization (alpha particles, etc,), but is absurd if you 

*) The queation is still unclear now (1982), but at a different .le
vel! Today the "phenomenological" answer, is, of course that ~c:F ·v , 
in the senDe tl:at the neu .. ral lepton emitted in~- -decay together 
with the electron han an helicity different from that of the neutral 
lepton emitted together with the positron in J?>• decay. However, as 
explained in the precc;,ding paragraph, such an answer does not settle 
one of the main que.stiona in today neutrino physics: have neutrinos 
H t.lnjcrann muss? in other words, are po.rticlen deacribed by mass 
eiger:n to. tf''J l~aj c>nu1o. particles? 
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you have an input ionization of a few ion pairs. 
In my 1946 paper /2/ I already considered as a source of neutral 

leptons not only a powerful reactor, but also a concentrate of radio
element(s) extracted from'a reactor and ••• the Sun. 

I discussed the 37cl-37A method with Fermi in Chicago (1948?) and 
later at the Easel-Como conference in 1949 (including solar possibili
ties). Fermi waa not at all enthusiast about neutrino applications of 
the method, but liked very much our proportional counters, with the 
help of which together with Hanna we first observed L-capture ( in 
37A,"-'250 eV,rv10 ion pairs) /23/ and measured the 3H spectrum going 
quite down at the time with the upper limit of the neutrino mass /8/. 
In retrospect I understand very well Fermi's reaction. As I think 
that Segre said, Don Quixote was not the hero of Fermi. He could not 
have sympathy for an experiment which, true, grace to the heroic ef
forts of R.Davis /17/, terminated very brilliantly, but many many 
years after its conception. 

Now I am coming back to the question as to whether reactor anti
neutrinos may induce the reaction (1), Well, passing through Zurich 
sometimes between 1947 and 1948 I had lunch with Preiawerk and Pauli. 
I told Pauli about my plans vdth the 37cl-37A method; he liked very 
much the general idea and remarked that it waa not clear whether 
"reactor neutrinos" should definitely be effective in IJroducing the 
reaction (1), but he thought that they probably would (as you see, 
this is the Hajorana point of view). Until 1950 I continued to think 
about the problem and to test low background proportional countera 
in that connection and in connection with solar problems. For example 
I remember that Camerini, who at the time was working in Bristol and 
was a great specialist in cosmic ray stars, helped me to calculate 
the cosmic ray background in various Cl-A experiments which I was 
planning to do. Anyway the effective background of ~ counters was 
surrJ.cJ.en"t.Ly J.ow to <1etect solar neutrinos through -''A decay,as now 
it may be seen from recent successful solar experiments of R.Davis. 
Since 1950 I stopped experimenting on the problem because I happened 
to work in an accelerator laboratory (and not in a reactor laborato
ry) and also as there was no site deep underground enough in the 
USSH for a solar experiment (however at the Blbrus neutrino observa
tory such a site vlill be soon available). However, I kept thinking 
about counter.-3 ( ••• and the Sun) and when I had the privilege to 
meet R. Davia u t the first Ueutrino Conference in I.loocow (1968), I 
expressed the opinion that measuring the form of the counter pulse 
in addition to the amplitude, should result in a considerable decr~a
se of the effective bavkground in its solar experiment. As I found 
out later from him at the V'72 conference in Hungary it works 
really that way. 

As fur as the inte~retation of solar neutrino experiments is 
concerned, I extensively investir,uted the imnortance of uossible 
n~utrino oscillations in solar neutrino astronomy even before the 
fJ.rst results of H.Duvis bad been obtained, that io before the so
called "oolnr neutrino pu::zle" cnme into being, I would like to talk 
about this but it is a story too recent to be told at our Colloquium. 

§ 10: ~he mnon JWO')ertj Cfl and the notion of w~>.ak interactions. - r.bny 
phyoJ.CJ.::Jts_do not know that, after the discovery of radioactivity, it 
took a per~od of about fifty years for the notion of weak interaction 
to.be co~ceived.and.universnlly recognized. About a abort phnoe of 
thJ.::J p~rJ.od,. r;luch J.o reln ted to the development of our knowledce of 
m~on propertJ.en,below_there are given some recollections, beginninG 
WJ. th the frunc;ms experJ.ment of Conversi, Pancini and Piccioni /24/. 

" ~bout tlu.;:; ~xperiment I heard while working in Canada. Until 1947 
COoJill.c ray pby s1.cs for me vms a quite remote field some knovlledge of 
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which I had acquired from my friends in Florence (Bernardini and 
Occhialini), in Paris (P.Ehrenfeat Jr., o. very promising experimen
talist, working in the cosmic ray Auger team, who prematurely lost 
his life in a mountain accident),in !Jontreal (Rasetti, one of rey 
teachers, who in Quebec first measured directly the mean life of the 
"mesotron", and Auger, who did the srune measurement together with 
Maze, and under whom I was working in Canada during the war). 

Now as soon as I read the Conversi et al. paper and the consider
ations of Fermi et al. /25/ related to it, I became fascinated by the 
particle that we call novr the muon. That was indeed an intriging 
particle, "ordered" by Yuknwa, diocovered by Anderson, and found by 
Conversi et al. to be ill behaved to the point that it had nothing 
to do with the Yukuwa particle! I found myself caught in an antidog
matic vdnd and I started to put lots of questions, such as: why the 
spin of the muon ohould be integer? who said that the muon must decay 
into an electron and a neutrino and not in an electron and two neutri
nos, or into an electron and a photon? is the charge particle emitted 
in the muon decay an electron? are particles other than electrons and 
neutrinos emitted in the muon decay? in what form there is released 
the nuclear muon capture energy? 

To the questions which were related to the muon capture I re
plied /26/ almost immediately and, as it turned out, correctly, 
moving from the remark that the rate of (nuclear) electron capture 
and that of muon capture are quite close (when proper account is 
taken of the different electron and muon orbit volumes). The answers 
were: 1) the muon capture must be a process practically iden~ical 
to the beta process proceeding according to the reactions*)~ + P = 
neutrino + n ; 2) in the muon capture most of the released ene:gy 
is "invisible" because it is carryed avray in the form of ne1;1trJ.nos, 
a conjecture \7hich was supported by experiments and agrees WJ. th 1); 
3) the muon spin must be 1/2. 

A very difficult point to explain for me was: how the muons are 
,..,.,nir111nlv nl""'oilu~P.il in cosmic ravs? I felt sure that the muon is a 
fernuon. ·A. fermion cannot be produced singly •. Muon-neut:ino pairs 
cannot be produced copiou~ly because of my maJ.n conclu:::J.on, that the 
muon-neutrino coupling to nuclei is weak. I ~ad to invoke f!- muon 
pair theory of nuclear forces by Marshak, whJ.ch I really dJ.d not 
understand, and missed the point, that is the ~eal m1;1on sour?e: Such 
a source should have been a muon "pregnant" obJect, ~~ the VJ.VJ.d and 
proper expression of V/eiskopf /27 I, who missed the po~nt too for some 
reason. The source is, of course, the pion. Th~ right an~Ner was to 
be given soon b,y Uarshak and Bethe /28/ in the~r remarkable ~aper 
"On the two me:::on hypothesis", published at about the some tJ.me as 
the epoch-making discovery of the pion and of the ~-~ decay by 
Lattes, Occhialini and Powell /29/. 

That the muon and electron nuclear capture processes are very 
closely related, i.e. that they are both "weak processes", was a~so
lutely clear to r.1e at the time /26/ and then to a few other physJ.
cists /30/. Such electron-muon symmetry was th~ first hint of an 
universal weak interaction (but hovr fur away stJ.ll from the 1958 
form of such interaction, the V-A theory o~ r.Iarshak-Sl;ldurshan and 
Feynmo.n-Gell-!J:ann /31/ implemented later wJ.th the Cab~bbo hadron 
miXin{;! ) • 

As far as the questions related to the muon decay are concerned, 
they could be anm·:ered only b:( perfo:;ming exper~ments ~o the point. 
I became actively intereoted J.n coD~C ray p~ysJ.cs, qu7ckly read.and 
digested a very good concise booklet on co~mJ.C rays edJ.ted b~ HeJ.
senberg /32/, a sort of vade-mecum for begJ.zmers. Together \"/J. th 
T.Ilincks, a wonderful physicist gifted of an acute sense of humour, 

*) It took 15 year:J before the reactions j't- + p -- n + ..J,.._ , 
t'-- + 3ue -- ~ + -Jti.. were directly observed in the experiments 
of R.H:j.ldebrand and in our own experiments (together with Sulyaev 
et al.)o 13 



we started a very friendly, Wlforgettable and stimulating experiment
al collaboration. \'/e prepared in a short time an experimental set up, 
which, for the time, was relatively complicated. Prompt and delayed 
concidence techniques 'l'tere u'sed and of course the particle detectors 
were Geiger COWlters. We were working in a reactor Laboratory and be
cause of that we developed a sort of feeling of guilt in doing cosmic 
ray research. True, our head W.Sargent (the physicist who discovered 
the rules relating beta decay probabilities to the energies of the 
electrons emitted) was looking vnth sympathy to our work. Neverthe
less I crumot forget that Ted and I were reluctant to spend Labora
tory money and how happy we were when Ted invented a "threshold anro
lifier", Which saved a lot Of COWlters, permitting to increase essen
tially the efficiency of detecting photons in coincidence \T.lth elec
trons from the hypothetical J'<-- e T decay! Incidentally the money 
spent for all our cosmic muon research in Canada was infinitesimal 
in comparison \~ th that which is spent today in a typical high energy 
experiment ruruu.ne; for only a few hours. 

We ~ound out 1) that the decay f"'-- e•'Cfdoes not take place 
(search~ng for electron ph?ton delayed coincidences) 133/; 2) that 
in the muon decay 3 partl.cles are emit ted; f'i. .... e • 'II + -J' (measu
ring the electron cpectrum by the absorption method) /34/· 3) that 
the charged particle emitted in the muon decay is indeed ~n electron 
(~ensuring the intensity of its bremstrahlung radiation) /34/. The 
f~rat reault·was obtained /)5/ also independently by other groups 
and so was the second one /J6/. The third result has been obtained 
by our group only. It is the one which took up most of our effort 
and ingenuity, and yet, it is probably the less significant from 
today point of view: what else could be the muon decay charged parti
cle if not an electron? But one should have in mind the severe anti
dogm':ltism which was well in place at the time. Incidentally the pra
gmat~c atmo·sphere we were breathing can be recognized also in the 
~it~~ o~ one.?f o1:1r p~~!:z:s:"On the stability of the neutral meson". 
..... """' .~oJ.lvtw ~J.ga "tJ.on 1 .J 11 we aemons•ra'tea 'tna't ~n 'tne muon decay 
either a neutral meson,hypothesised at the time, is not emitted or 
if_it is emitted, it does not decay into two photons with a mean ' 
life ,:61o-10sec. 

In concluding this limited and subjective recollections of some 
of the early muon investigations, I must mention here a theoretical 
investiga~ion vmich was and is still today of great importance: the 
introduct~on of the !Eichel paru.'lleter P in the muon decay /38/ 
more generally, the description by !Jichel of proceoses in which two 
real neutral leptons are participating. 
.. Well, we have seen that the oboervation of neutrinoleos double 

1\ decay (a process in which two virtual neutrinos participate) 
would show that the neutrino has a Uajorana mass. Now the I.lichel 
ideology, in a ouccessful experim;mt with real neutrinos, might per
mit to conclude. that t\·;o neutral lepton;:; are of the Dirac type. This 
has been underl~ned by S.P.Rosen for the case of neutrino-electron 
scatte:ing (so recently, that I do not feel entitled to quote him 
accord~ng to the rules of our Colloquium). 

With the advent of the ~i:st relativistic accelerators, pions 
and muons were produced art~f~cially. In the fifties their proper
tues started to be studied in conditions uncomparaibly more favour
able than be~ore, but now I am no~ going to tell this story, which 
culminated w~th the great theoret~cal /14/ and experimental 1391 dis
coveries of the neutrino helicity. 

§11.High energy neutrino paysics.-My story here is again very personal. 
Of course the story woUld sound quite different if it were told by 
either Markov or Schwartz.! am going to tell you how I came to propose 
experiments with high energy neutrinos from meson factories and from 
very high energr accelerators.At the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems of 
the JINR in 1958 a proton relativistic cyclotron was being designed with 
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a berun enerey 800 !.leV and a beam current "'500 ('tA. :By the way. this 
accelerator eventually was. not buiJJt. A:nyway at the ~eginning 
of 1959 I started to th~nk about the experimental research 
program for such an accelerator. First, it occurred to 
ne that neutrino investigations at--accelerator facilities are 
perfectly feasible and that a healthy and relatively cheap 
neutrino program could be accomplished by dumping the proton beam in 
a large Fe block, fulfilling at the same time the function of neutri
no source and shield. I would say that the ideology of the LAUFF 
accelerator neutrino experiments which have been initiated recently 
is very similar to that of various experiments planned 20 years 
before for an accelerator which was not built. About one of them, 
which was intended to clear up the question as to v1hether Ye. =1=- v,.... 
1 would like to oay a few words. 

I have to come back a long way (1947-1950). Several groups, 
among which J.Steinberger, E.Hincks and I, and others were investi
gating the (cosmic) muon decay. The result of the investigations was 
that the decaying muon emits 3 particles: one electron (this we 
found by measuring the electron bremstrahlWlg) and two neutral parti
cles, which were called by various people in different ways: two 
neutrinos, neutrino and neutretto, y and y 1 , etc. I am saying 
this to make clear that for people working on muons in the old times, 
the question about different types of neutrinos has always been pre
sent. True, later on many theoreticians forgot all about it, and 
some of them "invented" again the two neutrinos (for example JJ.J.'iarkov), 
but for people like Bernardini, Steinbere;er, Hinclcs and me ••• the 
two neutrino question ~as never forgotten. Of course, the question 
became much more precise in my mind, in the sense that possible 
"partners" arose: maybe lie is always the partner of the electron, 
~~ of the muon •••• How to perform the decisive experiment I was 

able to formulate /40/ clearly enough (the use of muon neutrino 
beams). At the time the idea of the experiment was not obvious, al
•nougn 'tilt! S 'tU l.emen • IDa,)' Ue S i.l'tJ.IJ(!;e i.oua,y; Oile WUS ~ seu~·<.:il i. 0!' 

electrons and muons produced in matter by muon neutrinos; if )1)'(. ::f: Ve , 
one should find that Ne<<. Nf"., Ue and Nf1. being the numbers of 
electrons and ~ons produced correspondingly. 

In 1959 another problem was of great importance; is the four
fermion interaction a contact interaction or is it due to the ex
change of an intermediated boson? This question is still valid to
day, but now we have the Glaohow, Salam, 'o'ieinberg theory, which pre
dicts masses of intermediated mesons at about 100 GeV whereas in 
1959 the intermediated boson (without serious reacons~ was supposed 
to have a mass of a few GeV. Obviously the intermediated boson 
could not be produced at meson factories and at the 1959 Kiev inter
national conference, Ryndin and I proposed, second, to look for the 
boson making use of neutrino beams from very-nrgn-energy accelera
tors /41/. The theoretical idea in the proposal was that in the 
cross section for the production by neutrinos of the intermediate 
boson at sufficiently high energies there vlill appear G instead of 
a2• As you know, the question about intermediate bosons is not going 
to be solved allymore in neutrino experiments (as it seems). The ques
tion about two types of neutrinos has been solved at Brookhaven in a 
beautiful experiment (1962) by Lederman, Schwartz, Steinberger et al. 

§ 12. Conclusiono. - Below there are listed some of the main problems, 
of today neutrino physics. The questions are, of course, connected 
one to another. 

1) Are neutrino masses finite? 
2) Are all the neutral leptons much liGhter than electrons? 

IS 



3) I! the neutrino mn::wes are finite hnve the.y all Uaj oruna 
masses (in v:hich cane there are no lepton charges)? or have they 
all Dirac mnsse::J (in which case there exiat strictly co::werved 
lepton charges)? !.cay be soKJe neutrino:.~ have !.!ajorana masses, other 
neutrinos have Dirac mus.ses? 

4) Does neutrinoleso double decay take place? 
5) Do neutrino oscillutiona take place? 
6) How many neutrino types there are? 

All these que.stions have been put since a long time, many of 
them by Pauli, l'ermi, Perrin end l.!aj oruna; yet it doe3 not seem 
probably that there Vlill be definite answers to such questions in 
the i~~ediate future, although neutrino physics is nowaday a big 
enterprise indeed. 

I am grateful to S.Bilenky for useful discussions. 
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00HTeKopeo 6. EJ-82-414 
aeTCTBO M MOnoAQCTb ~H3HKM HeMTPHHO: HeKOTOp~e BOCnOMHHaHHR 

AoKnaA BeCbMa cy6~eKTHBeH no xapaKTepy H HHKOHM 06pa30M He RBnReTCR 
nonHWM. 0H He npeACTaBnReT C060M rnaay H3 HCTOpHH ~H3HKH 4aCTH~. 3TO C06pa
HHe HeCKOnbKMX KOpQTKHX paCcKa30B, HMeC~HX OTHOWeHHe K ~H3HKe HeKTPHHO. 
Oepa~e ABa H3 HHX, 0 OaynH H ~epMH, KaCaiOTCR TeM, OCBeUieHH~X ~en- PRAOM 
~3HK08 0 BKn04aR aaTOpa, B CBR3H C 0TMe4aBWHMCR HeAaBHO nRTHAeCRTHneTHHM 
c6HneeM HeKTPHHO.CneAY~HK 3a HHMH paccKa3 0 MaHOpaHe 6~n OCBe~eH 3Ha4HTenb
HO MeHee nOApQ6HO, 80 BCRKOM cny4ae Ha aHrnHHCKOM R3~Ke. 3a HHM cneAyeT 
HeCKOnbKO BOCnOMHHaHHK, 04eHb nH4HOrO xapaKTepa, HMeiO~HX OTHOWeHHe K 3KCn~
PHMeHTanbHOM H TeOpeTH4eCKOH pa6oTe CaMOrO a&Topa, CBR3aHHOH C npeAnO~eHHeM 
H pa3&HTHeM C1-A MeTOAa AeTeKTHpoaaHHR HeHTPHHO, c ycTaHoaneHHeM nOHRTHR 
cna6oro npo~ecca, a TaK*e c npeAno~eHHeM HOaoro THna HccneAOBaHHH cna6~x 
B3aHMOAeHCTBHM - 3KcnepHMeHTOB C HeKTpHHO B~COKHX 3HeprHK. 

Pa6oTa a~nonHeHa B na6opaTOPHH RAepH~X npo6neM OWflW. 

Pontecorvo B. EJ-82-414 
The Infancy and Youth of Neutrino Physics: Some Recollections 

The talk is quite subjective in character, and is in no way complete. 
It is not a chapter of history of particle physics. It is a collection 
of a few-short stories related to neutrino physics. Two of these, about 
Pauli and Fermi, touch on subjects already covered by a number of physi
cists, including the author, in connection with the recent neutrino·s 
fiftieth birthday. A story about Majorana·s work on Majorana"s fermions, 
which is following, has been covered much less extensively, at least in. 
English. There follow a few recollections, very personal indeed, related 
to the experimental and theoretical work of the author in proposing and 
developing the CI-A method of neutrino detection, in establishing the 
notion of weak processes and in proposing a new type of weak interaction 
investigations - high energy neutrino experiments. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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